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English summary

No other subject has evoked such richness of ideas than the quest of the human mind
for an explanation to the existence of the Universe and therefore to our own exis-

tence. The same fundamental questions that puzzled our ancestors remain valid today:
What is the origin of the Universe? When did it originate? What is its final fate? What is
our place in the Universe? While the latter remains outside the scope of physics, the for-
mer questions can be approached to some extent with scientific methods. During the last
decades we have witnessed an unprecedented advance in both theory and observations of
the Universe. For the first time we have the tools to answer some of the most fundamental
questions of men. Paradoxically, new challenges arise as we also become aware of our
still limited knowledge.

The Hot Big Bang

The current paradigm of cosmology states that the the Universe originated some 13.7 bil-
lion years ago as an extremely energetic event out of which all matter, energy and indeed
space-time themselves arose into existence. This is known as the Big Bang Theory. The
term became popular after Fred Hoyle’s criticism on the theory during a radio interview
in 1950. Everything we see now, from the atoms that form our bodies to the stars and the
distant galaxies was compacted at some point in the past in an incredible dense and hot
primordial fireball. The events that followed since the creation of the Universe until the
Plank time (5.3×10−44 seconds 10) remain unknown as our current physical theories fail
in describing the extremely energetic events that characterize that epoch. Supersymmetry
theories speculate that at this point electromagnetism, weak nuclear force, strong nuclear
force and gravity are all unified in a single fundamental force.

105.3 × 10−44 = 0.0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000053
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Figure 6.29: The first instants of the Universe starting with the Big Bang, inflation and the quark
era. On top of the figure we show the time and temperature corresponding to each position in the
slice. The 6 species of quarks (up,down,color,strange,top,bottom) as well as electrons (e), protons
(p) and neutrons (n) are represented by spheres. See text for details.

Inflation and the seeds of the Cosmic Web

At some point around 10−34 seconds the Universe entered a phase of rapid exponential
expansion known as inflation. The mechanism that triggered this expansion as well as
its end are not well understood yet. During inflation the Universe increased its volume
by a factor of at least 1078 in just a small fraction of a second. One of the most impor-
tant effects of inflation was the imprint of inhomogeneities in the distribution of matter:
Tiny quantum fluctuations were suddenly expanded by an enormous factor. These ini-
tially subatomic inhomogeneities were the seeds from which galaxies and associations of
galaxies as large as hundreds of million light years collapsed.

Matter and Radiation

At the end of inflation quarks, the bricks that form protons and neutrons, were freely
roaming in a ”sizzling sea of quarks”. As the Universe cooled down to 1013 K quarks
could bind together to form protons, neutrons and other baryons.

From the emergence of baryons until the first three minutes the Universe behaved
like a ”Cosmic nuclear reactor”. Protons and neutrons formed helium nuclei and traces
of deuterium until there were no more neutrons available. This process is called the Big
Bang nucleosysnthesis and gives accurate predictions on the primordial hydrogen and
helium abundances. These have been confirmed by observations resulting in one of the
greatest successes of the theory.
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Figure 6.30: From the Big Bang nucleosynthesis to the first stable atoms in the recombination era.
The black background represents the Universe being opaque and later on becoming transparent,
indicated by white background.

Dark matter: the skeleton of the Cosmic Web

When the Universe was 0.01% of its present size matter started dominating the dynamics
of the Universe and dark matter fluctuations could start growing. Unimpeded in its grav-
itational growth, dark matter defined the gravitational potential wells into which later on
baryonic matter would start to fall, eventually leading to the formation of galaxies and
stars. Without dark matter it would have been impossible to form the rich structure we
observe in today’s Universe. One of the most pressing problems in astrophysics is the
identity of this dark matter. While its presence is unmistakably felt through its gravita-
tional attraction, it has as yet escaped direct observation or detection in the laboratory.
The commonly accepted view is that it is some unknown weakly interacting particle, pre-
sumably a specimen of the particles predicted by supersymmetric theories.

The Cosmic Microwave Background

Until this point matter and radiation were coupled. The Universe was opaque as photons
interacted strongly with baryons. This state lasted for the following 379,000 years and
ended when the temperature of the Universe allowed the first stable atoms to be formed.
At this point the Universe was 1/1090 of its present time size and had a temperature of
around 3000 K. Hydrogen and helium nuclei trapped electrons with the resulting emis-
sion of photons. The Universe which until now was permeated by a bright but opaque red
plasma suddendly became transparent and light could freely travel across long distances.
The relics of this event can be seen as a pervading radiation that today peaks at microwave
wavelengths and is observed as the Cosmic Microwave Background. Its almost perfect
blackbody spectrum corresponds to a temperature of T0 = 2.725 K at the present time
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Figure 6.31: From the end of the dark ages with the birth of the first stars in the reionization
epoch to the first galaxies in the quasar era. The background shows the evolution of dark mat-
ter fluctuations in ”comoving” 12 coordinates. Their evolutionary stage corresponds to the time
displayed in the figure but not to their actual size seen by an ”observer” at the present time. The
insert corresponds to a quasar located in the center of a galaxy. At the two extremes of the slice
we indicate the physical size of the box in the period of time covered by the figure.

and defines the strongest evidence for the existence of a very hot and dense phase in the
early Universe, i.e. the Hot Big Bang.

Dark ages, first stars and the quasar era

What happened after the recombination epoch until the next 500 million years is not well
known yet. This period of time is called the dark ages since we do not have observations
of it and indeed there were no stars to produce light. Clouds of neutral gas slowly col-
lapsing since the matter domination era eventually gave rise to the first generation of stars
which started the production of elements beyond helium. The radiation emitted by these
massive first stars was energetic enough to reionize the Universe. These first-generation
stars where already assembled in protogalaxies conformed by millions of them and gas.
The first luminous galaxies formed and many, if not all of them, hosted powerful sources
of energy in their center driven by massive black holes. These extremely luminous ob-
jects are known as quasars and are the farthest luminous objects we can see today.

Dark Energy and the Accelerating Universe

Another component of the Universe known as Dark Energy has remained relatively hid-
den until now, but soon it becomes the dominant actor in the overall dynamics of the
Universe. This occurred when the Universe had approximately half its size. All that can
be said about dark energy is that it has a negative pressure or repulsive force. Most ob-
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Figure 6.32: The development of the large scale structure from the quasar era until the acceler-
ation phase when the dark energy dominates the dynamics of the Universe. The Universe now
acquires its characteristic cellular patterns dominated by empty regions.

servational studies agree with it being equivalent to a cosmological constant in Einstein’s
Theory of Relativity although other options are still viable. While its influence on the
expansion of the Universe is dominant, fluctuations in dark energy cannot grow. Its effect
on the structure formation process is mainly related to its impact on the expansion rate
and timescales in the Universe. As soon as the expansion rate of the Universe becomes
too high structure formation comes to a halt. On the other hand, the effect of dark energy
on the dynamics has stretched the time available in the past to form and evolve structure.
Today dark energy accounts for almost 3/4 of the total energy budget. Contrary to matter
or radiation it does not become diluted as the Universe expands, setting the Universe on
a runaway eternal expansion.

The present time

At the present time there is no more structure development on the large scales. However,
on small scales gravity stills shapes the Cosmic Web. We see a sharpening of the fea-
tures already present before the accelerated expansion. This sharpening is the result of
structures still collapsing and matter being accreted by massive objects. On scales of a
few million light years there is still a lot happening. Galaxies interact gravitationally with
each as they rush into highly dense environments. By doing so their properties such as
color and shape are dramatically changed producing the large variety of galaxies we see
today.

The standard Hot Big bang model

The cosmological framework of the Hot Big Bang in a spatially homogeneous and isotropic
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Figure 6.33: The development of the large scale structure ”freezes” as consequence of the accel-
erated expansion of the Universe. The overall distribution of matter remains basically unchanged,
we only see a ”sharpening” of the features that were already present.

Universe is so widely accepted that it is called the Standard Hot Big Bang Model. It is
supported by a large and ever increasing number of observations, some of the most im-
portant are:

• The relation between the distance and recession velocity (Hubble law): Objects
move away at a speed proportional to their distance from us. This is a consequence
of the uniform Robertson-Walker space-time metric. Its immediate implication is
that the Universe has a finite age.

• The almost perfect black-body spectrum of the Cosmic Microwave Background,
which is evidence for an extremely hot initial phase of the Universe.

• The excellent match in the observed abundances of light elements and predictions
from primordial nucleosynthesis 13.

• The fact that the night sky is dark, also known as the Olbert’s paradox.

• The evident evolution of the appearance of objects as function of their distance
from us.

Our current understanding of the Universe is encoded in the socalled Lambda Cold Dark
Matter (ΛCDM) model. This model seeks to explain the acceleration of the Universe
as inferred from supernova observations, the observed Cosmic Web and the Cosmic Mi-
crowave Background. Lambda (Λ) refers to the cosmological constant, possibly related
to a dark energy, which would is believed to induce the repulsive gravitational force be-
hind the current acceleration phase of the Universe. Cold Dark Matter is the name used
for a species of dark matter which is non-relativistic, non-baryonic, dissipationless and

13Independently confirmed from CMB fluctuations by WMAP
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Figure 6.34: The three dominant species in terms of their contribution to the total energy content
of the Universe. Dark Energy accounts for 73.2 % of the total energy content of the Universe,
Dark matter 26.6 % and normal matter or baryons merely 4.4 %.

collisionless and is the dominant medium for the formation of structure in the Universe.
The ΛCDM main components of the Universe according to the latest observations are
shown in Figure 6.34.

Large Scale Structure in the Universe

The Big Bang Theory provides an answer to the origin of the Universe and its global
properties. However, it can not explain the rich tapestry observed in the distribution of
matter at all scales. The distribution of matter has a remarkable hierarchical nature. Plan-
ets orbiting stars, associations of stars, clouds of gas and dust all aggregate to form highly
organized systems known as galaxies. Galaxies themselves form pairs, groups and clus-
ters with hundreds and even thousands of members. Finally these massive systems of
galaxies are the connecting nodes of the biggest structures in the Universe: the superclus-
ters.

Anisotropic collapse

The formation of structures in the Universe is the result of the gravitational growth of the
primordial density fluctuations. Gravity has an amplifying effect on the initially smooth
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fluctuations. Any region with a density higher than its surroundings will collapse and
increase its contrast. The increase in contrast will be reflected in the gravitational field
which will attract even more matter into the initial perturbation. The opposite effect
occurs in underdense regions. As matter flows out of them they become less dense. The
gravitational force will be weaker and more mass will escape from the underdense region.
All in all this will result in a runaway process in which any perturbation will be amplified.
Overdense regions will collapse until they become bound objects and underdense regions
will expand until they are devoid of matter.

The gravitational collapse of a cloud of matter can be described (to a first approxi-
mation) by idealizing it as a triaxial ellipsoid and assuming that each of its three main
axis collapse independently. In such case it can be shown that the smallest axis will be
the first to collapse, forming a flattened pancake. The middle axis will then collapse,
this time bringing the cloud to a sausage shape. Finally the largest axis will collapse to
produce a spherical configuration.

In reality the collapse of a cloud is far more complicated. It depends not only on its
own gravity but on the external gravitational field. The tidal field produced by this field
plays a major role in the evolution of the collapsing cloud, and perhaps more important,
it defines the overall distribution of matter around the region. This is the basis of the Cos-
mic Web theory devised by Bond and collaborators. It explains the characteristic cellular
nature of the distribution of matter on large scales, forming a network of interconnected
elements: the Cosmic Web.

Morphology of the Cosmic Web: the cosmic zoo

The Cosmic Web forms an all pervading network in which we can identify three basic
components or morphologies: clusters, filaments and walls (see figure 6.35).

Clusters

The most outstanding concentrations of galaxies are the clusters of galaxies. They stand
out as the most massive, and most recently, fully collapsed and virialized objects in the
Universe. The richest clusters contain many thousands of galaxies within a relatively
small volume of only a few million light years in size. The galaxies and their stars only
form a minor constituent of of clusters, they are trapped and embedded in deep gravi-
tational wells of dark matter. The clusters can be identified as a major source of X-ray
emission, emerging form diffuse extremely hot gas trapped in the cluster’s gravitational
potential. This intracluster gas represents a more prominent baryonic component of the
cluster, and in a sense clusters may be seen as hot balls of X-ray emitting intracluster
gas. Clusters are characterized by extremely violent environments in which galaxies are
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Figure 6.35: Projection on the northern sky of a shell of 1000 Km s−1 centered at 6500 km
s−1 in recession velocity (after Fairall (1997)). The horizon (thick circle) corresponds to the
equatorial plane at declination δ = 0. The marks in the horizon indicate the right ascension α.
Galaxies are represented as black dots scaled with their redshift. Several clusters are indicated
by name as marked by a dark gray circle. The elongated gray patch devoid of galaxies crossing
the sky corresponds to the plane of the Milky Way. Note the prominence of voids in the overall
distribution of galaxies.

strongly affected by tidal fields and galaxy-galaxy gravitational interactions. A typical
example of a rich cluster is the Coma cluster (A1656) containing more than a thousand
galaxies and a mass of the order of ∼ 1015 M� h−1 .

Filaments

The regions between clusters define the place of formation of elongated bridges of matter
known as filaments. They form highly coherent streams from which clusters accrete mat-
ter. Clusters and filaments form a frame of interconnected structures or a ”Cosmic Web”
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Figure 6.36: Clusters, filaments and walls identiffied with the MMF. We show the surfaces en-
closing regions identiffied to each morphology. For clarity we only display the largest structures.

that pervades through space. One of the best know examples is the Pisces-Perseus Su-
percluster. It is a system of clusters and filaments spanning across more than 300 million
light years. It is dominated by the Perseus cluster, one of the most massive in the nearby
Universe.

Walls and voids

Filling the regions between filaments one can find tenuous planar associations known as
walls. They are extremely difficult to identify given their low surface density. Walls de-
fine the edges of vast empty regions of space known as voids. They are almost completely
devoid of galaxies and dominate the overall constellation of the large scale matter distri-
bution.

This thesis

In spite of the relevance of the Cosmic Web for our understanding of the formation of
structure in the Universe, even more so given its importance for defining the diverse
cosmic environments in which galaxies form and evolve, it is interesting that as yet there
is not a well-defined and objective technique for identifying the morphological elements
in the Cosmic Web.

A proper characterization of the Cosmic Web is crucial in order to identify, differ-
entiate, select and isolate the different morphological and dynamical environments. The
availability of such a method would open up unprecendented possibilities for a much bet-
ter and more focussed and well-defined study of the cosmic web and its denizens. It will
provide a physically much better definition of cosmic environment than hitherto available
and pave the way for an incisive and considerably improved assessment and understand-
ing of the influence on the formation of galaxies.
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Figure 6.37: Inventory of the Cosmic Web in terms of volume (left) and mass (right) of clusters,
filaments, walls and the field (voids plus structures not assigned to any morphology).

In this thesis I introduced a novel descriptor of the Cosmic Web: the Multiscale Mor-
phology Filter (MMF). The method is based on techniques borrowed from image pro-
cessing, computer vision and in particular medical imaging. The MMF allows us to
identify clusters, filaments and walls in the large scale matter distribution of the Universe
(see figure 6.36). With the use of this tool we study several properties of the individual
components of Cosmic Web. This thesis also addresses the effect that the Cosmic Web
has on the properties of galaxies such as mass, formation time, angular momentum (spin
parameter), shape, matter infall, shape-LSS orientation and spin-LSS orientation.

Most of this thesis is devoted to the study of computer generated Universes containing
only dark matter. The last chapter presents a study of the spin orientation of real galaxies
taken from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey.

Characterizing the Cosmic Web

We applied the MMF to a cosmological N-body simulation, run until the present time, in
order to identify and extract clusters, filaments and walls. The output of the morphologi-
cal filtering is shown in Figure 6.36. We plot the surfaces enclosing regions correspond-
ing to each of the three morphologies. Clusters (left panel) are depicted as spheres with
various sizes reflecting the multiscale nature of the MMF. Filaments (center panel) are
presented as elongated shapes running between clusters and finally walls (right panel) are
shown presenting complex shapes and topology.

Inventory of the Cosmic Web

We studied the general properties of each morphology of the Cosmic Web. The total
mass and volume are particularly interesting since they determine the dominance of one
morphology over the others. Clusters, are the nodes, and the densest and most compact
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component in the Cosmic Web (see the inventory of the Cosmic Web in Figure 6.37).
Filaments are less dense but contain most of the mass of the Universe. Walls are less
prominent and less dense than filaments. They contain a relatively small fraction of the
mass and volume of the Universe. Finally the field, here representing voids plus every-
thing that is not classified by the MMF is the most underdense and covers most of the
space.

The Cosmic Network

We performed an exploratory study of the properties of the Cosmic Web. We paid spe-
cial attention to filaments and to the cluster-filament-cluster connection since they form
the structural basis of the Cosmic Web. Visual inspection of the Cosmic Web reveals a
rich zoo of structures. Among them, filaments are the most conspicuous but also very
difficult to classify. We propose a simple classification of filaments based on their visual
appearance, which introduces a level of subjectivity. Filaments can be divided in four
basic types: ”line” filaments, ”star” filaments, ”grid” filaments and ”complex” filaments.
Examples of each are shown in figures 6.38 and 6.39. From the catalog of filaments
we were able to study their length and mass distribution as well as their density profile.
As expected in a hierarchical scenario of structure formation small filaments are more
abundant than large massive ones.

The Cosmic Web is an evolving system and even though the development of large
scale structure has frozen matter still falls and flows into clusters, filaments and walls.
We studied the flow of matter inside filaments and walls and in their vicinity. The ve-
locity flow closely delineates the gravitational field responsible for the shaping of the
structures themselves. Matter assembles into the weblike patterns of filaments and walls,
whose outline is traced out by the large scale tidal gravitational forces induced by the in-
homogeneous cosmic matter distribution. Matter that has entered into filaments and walls
flows along these transport channels into the closest cluster.

We confirmed a previous study indicating that, with a few assumptions about the dy-
namical state of filaments, it is possible to derive an expression for their mass in terms
of their velocity dispersion. This result can be used to measure the mass of filaments ob-
served in galaxy catalogs in a similar fashion as the mass of clusters. With more extended
studies on the distribution of filament mass and size for different cosmologies this may
even provide a new way to derive the cosmological parameters.
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Line filament

Star filament

Figure 6.38: Three orthogonal projections of typical line (top) and star (bottom) filaments. Dark
matter particles are indicated by filled gray circles. The spine of the filament is also shown, by
black dots, in order to better delineate the shape of the filaments.
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Grid filament

Complex filament

Figure 6.39: Three orthogonal projections of typical grid (top) and complex (bottom) filaments.
Dark matter particles are indicated by filled gray circles. The spine of the filament is also shown,
by black dots, in order to better delineate the shape of the filaments.
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Galaxies in the Cosmic Web

We run a large high resolution cosmological N-body simulation in order to study the re-
lation between the properties of galaxies and their large scale environment. Traditionally
environment has been defined only in terms of local density. In this thesis we use a more
generic definition which includes the local morphology of the cosmic matter distribution.
We demonstrate it to constitute an essential element for the characterization of a galaxies’
environment.

Figure 6.40: A halo identified with HOP and
its subhaloes identified with FracHop. The gray
scale indicates density in logarithmic scale, dark-
gray particles have higher density than light-gray
ones. The circles enclose all subhaloes except
the largest one, and are scaled as M1/3

halo with ar-
bitrary size chosen to give a clear impression of
the substructures.

Halo and subhalo catalogues

We limited our study to dark matter
haloes which are assumed to host lumi-
nous galaxies. In order to obtain a cat-
alog of dark matter haloes we devised a
new simple but efficient method for identi-
fying substructure embedded inside larger
haloes: the FracHOP subhalo finder (see
Figure 6.40). It is based on the well known
HOP halo finder and together with the
MMF forms the basis of our study.

Galactic haloes were identified at the
present time and traced back in time in
order to study their evolution. A typical
dark matter halo is a dense concentration
of dark matter with an triaxial shape. This
can an elongated cigar shaped or flattened
pancake shaped. Spherical configurations
are rare, or hardly existent. The orientation of the halo is defined to be the direction of
the largest axis of the object.

Properties of haloes in the Cosmic Web

A major contribution of this thesis was the objective study of properties of haloes with
respect to their host large scale structure. The use of the developed MMF technique pro-
vided us for the first time with the unique ability to study objectively the properties of
haloes with respect to their host large scale structure. It forms one of the major contri-
butions of this thesis and allowed us to study several physical characteristics of haloes in
terms of morphological environment, such as :

• formation time
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• mass function

• local density

• shape

• angular momentum.

Matter infall

The way haloes accrete mass is strongly affected by their environment. Matter in the
vicinity of filaments in pulled towards the filament while matter that is already inside the
filament flows along it into the nearest cluster. This sets preferred directions of infall as
well as interactions with other haloes. The same occurs for haloes located inside walls.
We studied the time evolution of the main direction of infall for a few case studies. Our
results indicate a strong dependence of the infall with the large scale structure and, in
the case of walls, a characteristic change in the infall reflecting the collapse in the linear
phase.

Shape and spin orientation

We studied both shape and spin alignment of haloes with respect to their host filament
or wall. The shape and spin of haloes is oriented in specific directions dictated by their
local large scale structure. Haloes in filaments have their major axis oriented in the same
direction as their host filament. This is to be expected given the coherence of the tidal
field inside filaments and the infall of matter (also affected by the tidal field). Haloes in
walls also have their shape oriented in the plane of the wall.

We found that the spin of haloes is correlated with the large scale structure. The ef-
fect depends on mass and time. Haloes were more strongly oriented in the past and in the
present time massive haloes are oriented perpendicular to their host filaments while less
massive ones are parallel. This trend is also observed at earlier times. The spin vector of
haloes in walls lies in the plane of the wall at all times. The signal we found is very small
but statistically significant.

Spin orientation of spiral Galaxies in SDSS filaments

In the last chapter we studied the spin orientation of spiral galaxies with respect to the
direction of their host filament. The galaxies used in this study were selected from the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey, the largest galaxy survey containing almost a quarter of a mil-
lion galaxies and their 3D positions.

We describe the various steps needed in order to perform the morphological seg-
mentation from the discrete galaxy sample. In our analysis we considered the particular
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Original Hole Reconstructed

Figure 6.41: Filling of a hole using the DTFI: The left panels show the Delaunay tessellation
(top) and density field (bottom) corresponding to the biased particle distribution in an N-body
simulation. Central panels show the corresponding Delaunay Tessellation and density field after
a ”hole” has been cut from the original particle distribution. The hole is indicated by the hori-
zontal shaded area crossing the top panels. The final result of applying the DTFI is shown in the
right panels. The DTFI manages to reconstruct the original density field following the adjacent
geometry of the galaxy distribution.

geometry of the survey, the change in the mean number of galaxies as function of their
distance from us, the distortion in the distance estimation produced by peculiar velocities
(redshift distortions) and the effect of holes in the sky mask produced by non uniform
coverage.

In order to minimize the effect of holes in the survey we developed a new interpolation
scheme based on the Delaunay triangulation of the galaxy distribution (see Figure 6.41).
We assume that the geometry around the hole contains information about the geometry
inside the hole and use the Delaunay tessellation to interpolate the density field. Our
first results indicate that our method offers an effective way to fill gaps in surveys with a
minimum of assumptions and free parameters.

We focus our study of spin orientation on galaxies located inside filaments given their
easier identification compared to walls. Figure 6.42 shows the density field reconstructed
from the galaxy distribution (top panel) and the largest filaments identified with the MMF
(bottom panel). We then compared the local direction of the filament with the spin vector
of spiral edge-on galaxies. We divided the sample in bins in color and luminosity and
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Figure 6.42: Top: density field computed from the galaxy distribution using the DTFE method.
Bottom: The surfaces enclosing regions of space identified as filaments. The filaments closely
delineate the patterns in the Large Scale Structure.

found a relation between them and spin alignment (although weak). Spiral galaxies lo-
cated in filaments have their spin vector pointing parallel to the filament. The effect is
stronger for bluer galaxies. The signal is nevertheless small and its statistical significance
does not allows us to draw firm conclusions. The observed behavior is intriguing and is a
motivation to repeat the analysis using a larger galaxy sample.
Final conclusions

We have presented a novel method that allows us to define environment in terms of its
morphology. The MMF provides a complete framework to identify clusters, filaments
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and walls in a self-consistent way.
By segmenting the Cosmic Web into its basic components we are able to study the

properties of each morphology independently. Properties of filaments, walls as well as
their content can be studied and compared to theoretical predictions. This is a crucial
advantage of the MMF since many theoretical studies are based on idealized cases. This
often makes it very difficult to test theory against observations without a proper morpho-
logical characterization.

We hope that the MMF presented here (or other perhaps better implementations) will
open the path towards a better understanding of the complex relation between the ele-
ments of the Cosmic Web and their close relation to the formation of galaxies and their
evolution.




